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The weather changes all the time... often within the same day.
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solar gain is calculated by its “G value”, which measures the fraction of radiation allowed in. The average double-glazed office has a G value of about 0.34. The Shard’s is lower, at 0.12, meaning it lets in less radiation and so needs less airconditioning. Triple-glazed windows are about 50% more expensive than normal ones.

Jack Carter at Renzo Piano Building Workshop said: “The key thing is the intelligent system [that operates the blinds]. If the building didn’t have that active element, it wouldn’t work.”
- Dynamic daylight factor
  - 2% of outside at all times
  - g-value of 0.15
  - can not be achieved by glass alone
  - 45 to 315 degrees

The only way to manage this is
- less coated glass + dynamic Solar shading
Good Examples
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One of Swedens most energy efficient offices today!
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Combining dynamic solutions for
• Solar shading
• Light
• Ventilation (cooling)
is the Key to success!
Holistic approach
Combining dynamic solutions for
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